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Abstract 
Kirk, P. and U. Koschorke, Generalized rSeifert surfaces and linking numbers, Topology and its 
Applications 42 ( 1991) 247-262. 
Seifert surfaces are constructed for continuous maps of closed, oriented (m -2)-dimensional 
manifolds into S”’ generalizing the usual construction for embeddings. This construction is used 
to desingularize a map, replacing $: M”‘-* + S”’ by a nearby framed embedding. Applying the 
procedure to a link map f: MT-* u MY* * S’” yields an embedded link and thereby a linking 
number S(~)E q,,S3. This is shown to be a link homo?opy invariant ofj: In the case of spherical 
link maps S is compared to the a invariant and it is shown that the stable suspension of 8 does 
not always coincide with Q. Finally the desingularization procedure is explicitly described in low 
dimensions and 8 is computed in terms of the doubie point manifold of an immersed link map. 
Keywords: Link, link homotopy, Seifert surface, resolution. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 57Q45,57R19. 57 
1. Introductio 
There is a well-known way of generalizing the classical linking number of two 
disjoint closed curves in R3 to arbitrary higher dimensions. Consider for example 
an oriented link map 
f=f+ JJf_:M+ u M_+lFr, 0.1) 
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i.e., the two smooth closed oriented manifolds M+ and M_ have disjoint images, 
but otherwise f is only required to be continuous. If M+ bounds a compact oriented 
manifold V+ and F+: V++rW m is any map which restricts to J+ on a V+ = M+, then 
(at least after suitable approximations) the “intersection” 
N = {(x, y) E ‘v’, x M- 1 F,(x) =f-(y)) 
forms a closed smooth manifold of dimension 
n=dim(M+)+dim(M_)+I-m, 
and the bordism class of N yields a well-defined invariant which measures to some 
extent he linking off+ with f_ . 
Of course, stronger invariants can be obtained by subjecting f to additional 
conditions. For example, if M+, M_, and V+ are framed (i.e., stably parallelized) 
manifolds our generalized linking number 
a(f):=[N]d2:=m; U-2) 
is a well-defined framed bordism class or, via the Pontrjagin-Thorn isomorphism, 
an element in the stable homotopy group of spheres. If M+, M_, and V+ are even 
framed submanifolds of R” (i.e., embedded with trivialized normal bundles), then 
the intersection procedure above yields a well-defined bordism class of embedded 
framed n-manifolds in m, or, equivalently, the desuspended (and hence often 
stronger) invariant 
dr(f )E ?r,(S”_“) (1.3) 
in the indicated unstable homotopy group. 
In this paper we will always assume that m 2 3 and that M+ and M._ are closed 
smooth oriented manifolds of dimension m -2. Then, given an oriented link map f 
as in ( l.l), we will construct an embedded framed resolution 
R+URSWrn, (1.4 
to obtain a well-defined invariant 
S(f ):= G(R+ u R_)E r,,,(S3). (W 
Some basic properties and, in particular, three equivalent geometric definitions of 
this “derived” generalized linking number are discussed in Section 3 (see especially 
Theorem 3.1 and diagram (3.4)). It is strongly based on the notion of generalized 
embedded Seifert surfaces which we define for every map, however singular, from 
a closed oriented (m -2)-manifold into R” (see Section 2). The resolutions R, are 
then obtained by forming Seifert surfaces for f* and cutting them off near f*( M,). 
A crucial input into this whole construction is the double role which the circle S’ 
(and the complex projective space CP”) plays as the Thorn space of the universal 
SOWbundle on the one hand and as the Eilenberg-McLane complex K(Z, k) on 
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the other hand (for k = I, and 2, respectively). It is this central fact which makes 
our dimension setting so special. 
The above invariants are especially interesting if f is a spherical ink map, i.e., if 
M+ = M_ = S”-2. Indeed, then the four link maps: 
f+ Uf-, R+ Jf-, f+UR-9 and R, U R- 
are canonically framed and hence determine Anvariants in ?rz+ While it is easy 
to see that 
a(R+Uf-)=O=df+U R-) for ma4, 
the &invariant is interesting even in higher dimensions, and its stable suspension 
E”S(f)=a(R+U R_) often does not coincide with a(f)=a(f+Uf-). However, 
both 6(f) and a(f) have to vanish if f+ or f_ is an embedding. All this is proven 
in Section 4 which also contains a detailed discussion of 6 and its relation to ac in 
dimensions m = 4 and m = 5. 
2. Resolutions and generalized Seifert surfaces 
Let MmN2 be a smooth, oriented, closed ( m -2)-dimensional manifold and let 
f: M + R” be a continuous map. Given a neighborhood U of f(M) we define a 
U-resolution off to be an oriented, closed, embedded submanifold RY of U which 
represents the same integral homology class as f : M + U. Mention of the neighbor- 
hood U will sometimes be omitted and we will refer to R, as a resolution of J 
2.1. Proposition. Let f : Mm_2 + Iw” and let U be any neighborhood of f( 
there exists a resolution RJ in U. Furthermore, any two resolutions Rr and Rj are 
bordant Ga an oriented bordism which embeds in U x I. 
Proof. Let W c U be a closed neighborhood off(M) which is a compact manifold 
with boundary. Then Hm_2 (W)=H2(W,dW)=[W/dW,CP”]=[W/a 
k > m/2. Let c : W/a W+ CP’ be a smooth map transverse to CPk-’ w 
sponds to f*[ M] under these isomorphisms. Then Rr = c-‘(CPk-*) is a W-resolution 
off(M), since their Poincare duals are equal. 
On the other hand, given two U-resolutions Rf and R; of f, there is an (m - 
I)-chain c in U which realizes the homology relation [R;]. Clearly, U 
contains a compact manifold W whose interior contains and the compact 
support of c. Note that CP” is a BSO(2). Let v : R,-) CPk-’ classify the normal 
bundle of Rf ; similarly define v’. Then v and v’ extend to maps from 
Thorn space of the canonical 2-plane bundle over CPk-‘, i.e., to maps 
CPk which send d W to the base point. These ext.erjsio s are homotr,?ir &-e 
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and R; are homologous. But if C : W x Z + CPk is a homotopy, then C-‘(CPk-‘) is 
an embedded bordism from Rr to R;. Cl 
We now briefly recall some basic facts about embedded codimension-two submani- 
folds of IW”‘. The proofs of these facts are easy, and can be found e.g. in [ll]. If 
R c tft" is an oriented and closed codimension-two submanifold, there exists an 
embedded Seifert surface V for R. This is an oriented, embedded (m - 
I)-dimensional manifold whose boundary is R. The normal vector field, v, to R 
which points into V determines aunique homotopy class of framings of the normal 
bundle to R called the zeroframing. It is completely characterized by the condition 
lk( R, v(y)) = 0 for each y E H, R. Any other framing of the normal bundle is deter- 
mined up to isotopy by a homotopy class of maps g : R + SO(2). Since SO(2) = S’ 
, 1) one has a natural l-1 correspondence between the elements of the first 
integral cohomology of R and the isotopy classes of framings of R. We refer to the 
framing of R determined by g E H’(R) as the “zero framing twisted by g”; it is 
explicitly given by the composition 
v(R)=RxW'+RxBB 
where the first isomorphism is the zero framing and the second is the isomorphism 
(r, U) H (r, g(r)u). Th’ IS f raming is determined up to isotopy by the condition 
lk(R, v(y))=g(y) for a loop y in R. 
The Thorn construction assigns an element of vmS* to any framed codimension-two 
submanifold of Rm. Thus R with its zero framing represents zero in ?r,S*. More 
generally, if g E H’ R we denote by (R : g) E ?r,S* the element corresponding to R 
with its zero framing twisted by g. 
There is an alternative way to think of resolutions. We describe this approach 
now_ It relies on a co~s+~*3*Gfi~ nF = 11 CRUbbaula u1 a Szifefi surface for an arbitrary continuous map 
f from a closed, oriented (m -2)-manifold 1M into Rm. It is convenient for a moment 
to think off as a map into Sm. 
Since M is oriented, it has a fundamental class and hence taking the linking 
number off with l-dimensional cycles defines a homomorphism 2 : H,( S” -f(M)) --* 
. We can consider I as a l-dimensional cohomology class, and since illt; canonical 
map 
[S”-f(M),S’]+H’(S”-f(M)) 
given by g I+ g*( b, j is onto, i comes from a homotopy class of maps from S” -fi: ?‘kT; 
to s’. 
Choose some representative map I: S” -f(M) + S’ such that I is smooth and has 
1 E S’ as a regular value. ‘Ihen I-‘( 1) is called a Seifert surface for the map f and is 
denoted by I+. 
Thus vf is an embedded, codimension-one submanifold of S” -f( M.) which is 
usually noncompact. Of course if U is a neighborhood of f(M), then Vs - U is 
compact. Note that y could be empty, fcr example if the imagef( M) is contractible, 
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or if f factors through a lower dimensional manifold. One can clearly choose V’ to 
miss 00 so that we may think of V’ as a Seifert surface in R”. 
Let 
E,={f(Ywmlf is a smooth immersion near y E A4 and 
f -‘(f(y)) = {YH* 
Thus Ef is the set of “embedded points” of JI a smooth submanifold of R” which 
is closed in R” - SP Here S+ =f( M) - Ef denotes the “singular points” of $ 
The next proposition shows that the map i : S” -$( Mj + S’ can be chosen to have 
a nice form near E,. 
2.2. Proposition. There exists a di$eomorphihm of lZf x R2 with a tubular neighborhood 
of Esin R” - 2$ so that after altering 1: S” - f(M) + S’ within its homotopy class, 
l(m,re’“)=e” for (m,reie)~15~x(D2-0). 
In particular, Es is framed by the vector _field which points into VP 
Note. If M is embedded, this proposition just says that the closure v) is a Seifert 
surface for M in the usual sense, i.e., c??- = M. If M is not embedded, one gets a 
normal vector field which points into Vr only along EP This can be thought of as 
a “zero framing” off(M) although it is only defined on EP This phenomenon will 
be captured in the invariants we define in the next section. 
Proof. Let El c E2 c l l l c Ef be a sequence of compact manifolds (with boundary) 
whose union equals Es and so that Ei-1 c Int( Ei). Since E, is a compact, oriented, 
codimension-two submanifold of R”, its normal bundle is trivial. Let E, x S’ be the 
boundary of the normal disc bundle to E, in some trivialization. 
Let A( 1) : El + Maps( S’, S’) be the adjoint of the r@riction 11: E, x S’ + S1. Each 
fiber x x S’ has linking number 1 with f( ), f,heretorz A(1) takes its values in the 
component of degree-l maps. Since the inclusion SO(2) L, Maps, (S’, 53’) is a 
homotopy equivalence, A( 1) is homotopic to a map a : E, + SO(2). Since El x S’ is 
a compact submanifold of S” -f(M), 1: S” -f(M) + S ’ can be altered within its 
homotopy class so that A( 1) = a. 
Let ia’: E, + SO(2) be the map x H a(x)-‘. Then a’ can be used to reparameterize 
the tubular neighborhood of EI so that in the new framing A(1) = Id, i.e., the map 
WI x S’ + S’ is just projection on the second factor. By using the radial deformation 
retract of E, x ( D2 -0) to E, x S’ in a small collar of the boundary of aE, in E2 one 
can homotope the map 1 so that after the homotopy, I( m, r e”) = eie for (m, r eie) E 
(E&@-O). 
Now suppose we have altered 1 so that it has the r ired form on 5. Then the 
framing can be extended to Ei+l by repeating the ar ent on Ei+l ~~‘h.4~~ ‘-3 Ei9 
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i.e., the map A(1) hau the correct form on Ei and so it suffices to correct it on 
E i+l-Ei. [7 
We now show how to obtain a resolution for f by “cutting off” V’ So let 
f: Mm-2_, m be any continuous map and let V/ be a Seifert surface for f as 
constructed above. Let U be a neighborhood of f(M) and choose 0~ E < 
* + E&o be the function given by the distance to f( M ), 
an e/4aapproximation tod. Choose any ~14 c p < ~12 which is a regular 
value for the restriction of h to V, and let R,(p) = h-‘(p) R’ is a smooth 
submanifold of LJ, Furthermore R_- is compact since dist > 0. Clearly Rf 
is orientable and closed. We say 1?, is obtained by cutting off the Seifert surfcrce V/ 
nearf(M). 
Any two choices of h and p give surfaces which are homologous (in fact bordant 
as framed submanifolds) in U. Fu ermore one can easily see that cutting off 
different Seifert su<<ac~;s *ill give rdant submanifolds ince different Seifert 
surfaces correspond to homotopic maps I (at least outside $ (p - E Wneighborhood 
of f( I’M). The following theorem reconciles this definition with the previous one: 
2.3. Theorem. Cutting 
homologous to f in U’ 
a Seifert sueace yields a resolution off, i.e., Rf(p) is 
Proof. Let 0<6<e lOOandletf’:M+ m be a G-approximation off which is a 
generic smooth map. Thus the multiple point set off’ has codimension at least two, 
and the singularity set (i.e., the nonimmersed points) has codimension at least hree. 
Thus f”(M) is a stratified space with SJo a substratum of codimension at least two. 
Let 1” : S” -f’(M) + S’ be the function used in constructing the Seifert surface 
for f ‘. Since lk( y, f’( M)) = lk( y, f( M)) for all loops y outside the S-neighborhood 
of f(M), we may assume that Vr = VJe outside the 28.neighborhood off(M) and 
that the smoothed istance function from f’(M), h’ say, agrees with h. Since f and 
f’ are homotopic (and hence homologous) in U, we have reduced the proof of this 
theorem to the case when f is actually a generic smooth map. 
So suppose f is generic. The image j( M) is a stratified space and ~i;ab hsimpireiai 
complex. Let W c U be a regular neighborhood of f(M). Let E = 
dist(f( M), IR” - W). The distance function d : 88”’ + I&-, from f(M) is smooth near 
points of E,. Fix a point XE El and choose the E/4-smooth approximation h of d 
to agree with d near x. From the previous proposition we can make I+ approach 
E, in the standard way. 
Since W is a regular neighborhood, W deforms onto f(M). Notice that f(M) 
carries a fundamental class; in fact it is easy to show that H,_,(M) + H,,,_,(f( M)) 
is an isomorphism by comparing the exact sequences for the pairs (M,f-‘( S,)) and 
(f(M), Sf)* 
Let r : W+ Smw2 be the composite of the deformation onto f(M) with the map 
f(M)+S”-’ which takes x to the north hole and the complement of a small ball 
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around x to the south pole. Then r 0s: A4 + Srnm2 and Q+(~): &(p) + Smm2 are both 
degree-one maps, and r : W + Smw2 induces an isomorphism in (m -2)-dimensional 
homology. An inspection of the deformation near x immediately shows that I+(P) + 
f(M) is a degree-one map. So &(p) is indeed a resolution of $ 0 
3. The 69nvsriant 
Throughout his section let 
be a link map of oriented closed (m -2)-dimensional manifolds. We will define and 
discuss three versions of the invariant S(f) which measures the extent to which 
embedded resolutions of $+ and f_ are linked with one another. 
Let U+ and Cf__ be disjoint neighborhoods of the images f( M,) and f( M-) and 
choose resolutions R, c U* . Let V+ be a Seifert surface for R, which is transverse 
to R_ . Then C = V+ n R_ is a codimension-three submanifold of W” which is framed 
by: 
(normal vector to V+ restricted to C, 
zero framing of R_ restricted to C). 
Hence C defines, via the Thorn construction, an 
S(f)E 77&S3. 
element 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
Moreover, consider a Seifert surface V for the union R, U R- in 88” and frame 
R_ by taking the normal field which points into V (Notice that to frame an oriented 
codimension-two submanifold, R, of IR” it suffices to specify one nonzero normal 
field u since there is a unique normal field u’ orthogonal to u so that ( v, v’, orientation 
of R) is in the orientation class of IR”.) Then R_ with this framing yields an element 
S’(f) E WmS2. (3.3) 
Finally, the homomorphism lk : H:( R_) 4 H iven by the linking number 
y I+ lk( ‘y, R,) determines an element g E H’( R_) = [R_, S’]. Using it to twist the 
zero framing of R_ (see Section 2) we obtain the element: 
3.1. Theorem. The homotopy classes 6( f ), S’( f ), and S”(f) are independent of the 
choices made in their deJinition and depend only on the oriented link map bordism 
class of j1 Moreover, they coincide; i.e., 
h*(S(f )) = S‘(f) = 8”(f ), 
where h : S3+ S2 denotes the Hopf map. 
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F=F+UF_: w+u w_ 
be an oriented link map bordism 
smooth (m - I)-manifolds with 
moreover, 
aw+= KU--W, 
+Iw'"XI 
In other words, W+ and W_ are compact oriented 
disjoint images under the continuous map F; 
and on these oriented boundaries F restricts to link maps J : ML u - M! + R’” x {i}, 
i = 0,l. Given any loop y in Iw” x I - F( W*), define its linking number with F+ by 
the algebraic intersection number of a null-homotopy of y with F-+. As in Section 
2 this leads to an element 
[t,] E ff’(W’ x I- F( W*)) = [IT’ x I - F( W,), S’]. 
From this one obtains a generalized Seifert surface L;‘(l) of F+ and, by cutting it 
off near F( W,), an embedded resolution of F+ in 08” x I. This can be chosen to 
extend the given Seifert surfaces and resolutions of the link maps fi: in the boundary 
spaces IF!” X i, i =o, 1. Thus S(f), S’(f), and 8”(f) are bordism invariants. 
Next we show that rS’( f) = a”( f ). Let V be a Seifert surface for the union R, u R_ 
and v the normal field to R_ which points into K Recall that S’(f) was defined to 
be the framed bordism class represented by R_ with the framing v. Let 8% H’( R_) = 
[R_, S’] be the element given by the homomorphism y I+ lk( v( y), RJ. Then 6’(f) 
can also be thought of as (R_ : g’), since the framing of an oriented codimension-two 
submanifold.of R” is determined up to isotopy by the corresponding element of 
first cohomology. But 6”(f) = (R_ : g), where g E H’( R-) is given by y w lk( y, R,). 
Thus we need to show that g = g’. 
Let v’ be the normal field which is a 90” rotation of v. Then 
g’(y) = lk( VW, R-) 
= lk( v’( y), R-) 
= lk( v’(y), R+j 
= My, R+) 
=g(y). 
The first equality follows from the fact that v and v’ are isotopic; the second 
equality holds because V is a homology from R, to R_ in the complement of v’(y); 
and the third because y and v’(y) are homologous in the complement of R,. Thus 
S'(f)= F(f). 
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The remaining claim k,( S(f)) = S’( f ) can be expressed most succinctly by the 
following commuting diagram of group homomorphisms: 
{oriented link maps f: M, JJ M_ + (w”’ 
oriented link map bordism 
{oriented links f: M+ u M_ c IR”‘} 
oriented link bordiqm 
= 8 
T 
{framed embeddings f : M, c R”‘} 
framed embedded bordism 
(3.4) 
Here R replacesf be a nearby embedded resolution while forg forgets embeddings; 
clearly R 0 forg is the identity on oriented link bordism. We remark that the (distant) 
disjoint union makes the indicated bordism sets into groups. 
Also, given a framed submanifold M+ of IR‘“, push M, out along the normal 
vector field u by the framing and define 
8[M+cR”]=[M+fl u(M+)aR”]. 
On the other hand, given any oriented link M+ u M_ c aB”, any Seifert surface for 
the union of both components yields a framing of M+ and, at the same time, a 
bordism with M+ u v( M+). Thus 8 is an isomorphism (see also [ 10, Corollary 1.21). 
The “embedded linking number” &( M+ u M-) is defined by the intersection of 
M_ with a (transverse) Seifert surface of M+ ; we frame the resulting codimension- 
three submanifold of IR” as in Theorem 3.4. In order to see that & commutes with 
8, the Pontrjagin-Thorn isomorphism PT and the isomorphism h, induced by the 
Hopf map, consider a typical element 
[g:(Sm,~)~((CXIw3)U{~},~)~(S’,~)JE~mS3. 
Here C is a framed codimension-three submanifold; and g projects a tubular 
neighborhood C x lR3 to lR3 and collapses its complement to the point a. Clearly 
we have: 
8 O PTo h*[g] = [(h O g)-‘I*+} u (h 0 g)-‘{*&= R”] 
=[cxs:~cxs’ccxR3c~“‘] 
where *+ # *- are any two points in S2 - {h(a)} and 
(3.5) 
h-y*+} u K’{*_} = s: jJ s! c R3 
is the corresponding Hopf link, with linking number 1. Therefore S: bounds an 
embedded isk 0: which intersects S!_ in exactly one point, e.g. in the origin of 
R3. We conclude that & is an isomorphism with inverse 0 0 PTo h, . In particular, 
Finally, we want to corn; ire link maps with their resolutions. 
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nition. An oriented link map f: M+ u M_ + R” is called zero-frameable if 
M+ and M_ each bound a stably framed compact manifold which induces the 
original orientation on M,. 
irsch theory such a tink map can be approximated by a framed immersion. 
Clearly, many oriented link map bordism classes do not have a zero-frameable 
representative; but those which do are the only ones which can possibl 
their own resolutions. On the other hand we have: 
meable and me that: 
compleses W* c 
f. This follows from the work of Conner and Floyd (see [I], in particular 
Theorem I”6.5). Ind 9 [R,] E f2& W,) coincide since 
all their nontrivial ey numbers depend only on the 
For which dimensions m is every zero-frameable oriented link map 
oriented link map) to its resolution? 
For such a dimension (e. for m s 6) we can describe the geometric meaning of 
6 simply as follows: two zero-frameable ( .g. spherical) link maps are oriented link 
map bordant if and only if their Sinvariants coincide. 
4, The CIIse of spkical link maps 
In this section we will discuss an arbitrary spherical ink map 
f=f+~f_:s”-“~s”-‘+Rm 
and a nearby embedded resolution R, u R-c UV”. Since all the manifolds have 
canonical (stable) framings, we can form and compare the well-defined (oriented 
link map bordism) invariants 
s(f)=dr^(R+U R&m,,,S3 
and 
4fl=df+11f-’ I,a(R+~f_),~(f+U R_),a(R+U R_)=E”@(f)) 
E ‘CT:,-3 (4.1) 
where E” denotes the stable suspension homomorphism. 
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For m = 3 all these invariants clearly correspond (at least up to sign) 
classical inking number under the identification of R: with the integers. 
4.1. Proposition. Assume m a 4. Tiken 
a(R+ Uf_) = ar(f+ u R_) =o. 
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to the 
If in addition f+ orf- is already a smooth embedding, then 6(f) and all the invariants 
in equation (4.1) above vanish. 
For (Y this embedding criterion is due to J. Levine. 
Proof. Let V+ = I”( I) be a Seifert surface for R,, given by a smooth map 2 : (is” - 
R,) + S’ as in the beginning of Section 1 and assume that f- is transverse to V+. 
Then cu(R+ u-f-) corresponds to the framed bordism class of the codimension-one 
submanifold (f_ 0 I)-’ c Sme2 (see e.g. [7,1.3]) which vanishes ince ?r,_2S’ =O. If 
f- is an embedding, we obtain even a null-bordism of V+ n f_(.PB2) = (f 0 I)-’ in 
*. As for the remaining claims note that both ar and 6 are prese 
if we interchange the roles off+ and f- (compare again [7,1.3]). 
The embedding criterion has a curious counterpart. 
.2. Proposition. If f+ or f- factors through a sphere of dimension less than or equal 
to m-3, ihen S(f)=O. 
More generally, if after a small approximation f+ or f_ has a “lower dimensional 
image” (e.g. an immersed manifold of dimension less than m - 2), then it is not 
linked with any loop and hence allows an empty generalized Seifert surface. 
4.3. Example. For k = 1, 3, or 7 consider the composite link map 
f: s2k+’ u s2k+1 h”h, sk+l JJ sk+lCHopf’i”k. R2k+3 
where the map h suspends to the elements v E ni, v e w;, or c E ~5, respectively 
(c f. :13, p. 189]), and the Hopf link, given by a standardly embedded sphere and a 
meridian of it, has linking number 1. Then S(f) = 0, but (by [7,2.12] or [ 8,4.10]) 
4f 1 equals T’, u2, or 02, respectively, and hence is nontrivial in I&. 
Toda’s tables also show that +(S3) = B/3 and ?ri = E/2; therefore E” 0 S is 
actually trivial on all oriented codimension-two link maps into R9. 
In the remainder of this paper we explore the a-invariant more systematically in
low dimensions and re!ate it to previously studied invariants. A general formula 
expressing E” 0 S in terms of the r-tuple self-intersection invariants ‘yr, r = 
192 , . . . (cf. [6]) will be given elsewhere. 
Let i :Sms2 + S” be a self-transverse immersion with no triple points. 
the normal bundle of i is trivial. For example, y map from a two-sp 
any map from a three-sphere to S5 is &-homot 
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[3 3. Let D = {x E S” 1 i-‘(x) = two points} be the double point manifold (it is an 
em&e&led submanifold of S” since there are no triple points), and let fi = 
i-‘(D) C S”-‘. Again 6 is an embedded submanifold of S”-*. 
We first show that D is orientable. Let v1 and v2 be nowhere zero, linearly 
independent sections of the normal bundle of i. From v1 and v2 we can construct 
four one-dimensional subbundles of the normal bundle of D in S” as follows. If 
d E 0 let d, , cl2 E r) denote the two points in the inverse image of d and then define 
the four line bundles by: 
AI(~) = SpanMdd+ v,(dz)), 
AAd) = SpanMd,) =+ vz(d2)), 
b(d) = Span(vdd,) - v,(d2)), 
A4( d) = Span( v2( d,) - v2(d2)). 
Note thhi ihe definition of the Ai does not depend on the choice of which point 
is called d, and which point is called d2. Thus the Ai are indeed line bundles and 
the normal bundle of D in S” is just the Whitney sum of the Ai. Moreover, Al is 
actually a trivial bundle, spanned by the well-defined vector field vt + vl. Similarly 
A2 is a trivial bundle. On the other hand, A3 and A4 are (possibly) nontrivial bundles, 
but they are isomorphic and in fact -.- =- just the line bundies associated to the cover 
6+ I). Since A3 is isomorphic to A 4, their Whitney sum A,@ A4 is canonically 
orientable. Thus the normal bundle of D is orientable and hence D itself is orientable. 
Then 6 is also orientable. Fix an orientation of D and orient r) so that the covering 
map is orientation preserving. We note for future reference that the components of 
D over which the cover 6 + D is a trivial double cover are actually framed by the 
hi once we choose a first and second branch of the cover over these components. 
In the fibers of the normal 4-plane bundle to D in S”, the two sheets of i(S”-‘) 
intersect in transverse 2-planes. The two sheets of i(S”-“) intersect he unit sphere 
of the normal 4-plane in a Hopf link. Note that a Hopf link bounds an embedded 
annulus in the 3-sphere. We will resolve i(S”-*) by removing the two D*s in each 
4-ball normal to D and replacing them with an annulus in a fiberwise way over -0. 
Since 6 is an oriented, embedded codimension-two submanifold af S”-‘, its 
normal bundle is trivial and we can choose an identification of the closed tubular 
neighborhood of 6 in S”-* with fi x D*. We must now proceed in twc cases. Let 
3, denote the union of all those components of D over which the cover 6 + D is 
a trivial double cover, and let Dn be the union of components of D which are 
nontrivially double covered by 6. Finally let fi, and fin denote their inverse images 
by i. 
Elimination of D, : Write fir - - D, x So and consider the “surgery” which removes 
D, X So X D* (the tubular neighborhood of fi,) and replaces it with D, x Z x S! This 
will yield an oriented manifold for the appropriate glueing map. This procedure 
can be done ambiently to remove D, as follows. The orientations of D, and Smm2 
determine an orientation of 0’ so that the orientation of D, x So x D* agrees with 
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that of the tubular neighborhood of 6,. We may assume that i takes D, x Sax S’ 
to the normal 3-sphere to D, in S”. We see that the Hopf link in each fiber is 
oriented (via the orientation of S’ = dD2) and so there is an oriented annulus whose 
boundary is this Hopf link (see Fig. 1). 
Thus we can remove the immersed D, x S” x D2 and replace it by the embedded 
D, x I x S’ in such a way that the resulting manifold is oriented and the double 
points in D, have been eliminated. 
Fig. 1. 
Elimination of D,, : This case is more delicate than the previous case, since this 
time we must replace fi,, x D2 by a nontrivial annulus bundle over Dn. By working 
one component at a time we may assume fin is connected. 
Give D’ the appropriate orientation so that the orientation of the tubular neighbor- 
hood fin x D2 agrees with that of S”‘? As before, this orients the Hopf link in each 
normal 3-sphere to Dn in S”’ and so by choosing the oriented annulus whose 
boundary is this oriented Hopf link one can surger out the immersed fin x D2 and 
replace it by an ann’ulus bundle over Dn. Notice that this is a nontrivial bundle; 
the monodromy over any loop in Dn which does not lift to a loop in fi, must 
interchange the two boundary components of the annulus. 
V.‘c claim that the resulting manifold is nevertheless oriented. It suffices to show 
that the total space of the annulus bundle is oriented (since the boundary, 6, x S’, 
is connected and orientable), and for this it suffices to show that the pullbaGk of 
this annulus bundle over any loop in D,, is an orientable 3-manifold., This is just 
the trivial bundle over the loop if this loop lifts to fi,,. If the loop does not lift, 
then since the annulus was chosen as the oriented boundary of the Hopf link, the 
monodromy must interchange the boundary components of the annulus and also 
reverse the orientation of the center circle. Thus the monodromy must be equivalent 
to the map S’ x I + S’ x I given by (2, t) I+ (z-‘, I - i). This monodromy is orienta- 
tion preserving, so the total space of this bundle over S’ is itself an oriented manifold. 
The resulting manifold is a resolution of i(S”‘- ‘). The entire procedure was done 
in a regular neighborhood of i(S”- ‘), which could be chosen arbitrarily small. 
We will also need a lemma, whose proof is easy ?n is left to the ,‘f- Jcr- 
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4.4. Lemma. Let Mm-4 c S” be a framed submanifold with framing g dejning an 
embedding M x lR4c Sm. Let S’ c S3 c R4 be a circle framed by n, , n2, n3, where n, 
and n2 denote the linking number one-framing of S’ in S3 and n3 points into the unit 
4-ball. Use n, , n2, n3 to define a framing 93 of M x S’ c M x R4 c S”. Then 
[M,ZF]q=[MxS’, 931, 
where 7 : S4+ S3 is the suspension of the Hopf map and [M, 91 E ?r,S4 and [ 
S’, 3] E ?r,S3 via the Thorn construction. 
We are now ready to compute 6 for link maps of low dimensions. 
Example- LMe2. 
Now let f: Si u St + S’ be a link map. We may perturb f by an e-link homatopy 
such that f is a self-transverse immersion with self-intersection umber zero. Since 
the double point manifold off (St), D, is a finite union of points, 6 + D is a trivial 
double cover. Let dl *. . . T dk denote the points of D. Then the resolution R, 
constructed above is a surface of genus k, Let ai be the curve on R, which is the 
middle cutve on the annulus corresponding to di and let bi be the curve which is 
the union of an arc which spans the two boundary components of the ith annulus 
and an arc in St - (6 x D’). Then the collection {aj, bi}$= 1 form a symplectic basis 
for H,(R+). See Fig. 2. 
Fig. 2. 
Notice that Ik( ai, f (St)) = 0 for all i since ai bounds a disc in f (St) which is 
disjoint from f(S’_). Let n, - .  Ik( bi, f (ST.)). Let Ci E R+ be the union of lnil psrallel 
copies of ai and let C = U Ci. Then, appropriately oriented, C is the Poincare dual 
40 g E H’R, given by g(y) = lk( ‘y, f(S’_)). In (3.2) we showed that 6 = [C, 91 E 7r4S3, 
where 
S= (zero framing of R,, framitig of C in I?,). 
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The framed bordism class of a point is just given by its sign. Therefore by Lemma 
4.4 each component of Ci represents q (We can ignore signs, since 6 E ~4 = Z/2.) 
Thus 
S(f)= i nirl* 
i=l 
Observe that ni is just the linking number of a loop in f( S”,) which changes branches 
at di. 
We summarize: 
4.5. Theorem. Letfe LM &. Represent f by a self-transtlerse immersion. men S( f ) = 
C ni mod 2, where the sum is taken otter the double points off (St) and ni is the [inking 
number of a curve in f(S:) which changes branches at the ith double point. The same 
statement holds with St replacing St. 
Recall there is a link homotopy invariant Q = (a+, cr.) : LM& + 
by o+(t) =Cf=, sign(di)(PJ- 1) and simi a 1 rl y for C_ [ 51. Thus 6 = u:( 1) mod 2 since 
~‘(1) =C Inil. By the symmetry of 8 we also have that 6 = g!_(l) mod 2. 
In [S], it is shown that o:( 1) = at mod 2. This implies: 
.6. Theorem. Let f E LM& Then6=cu=cQl)=rr!_(l)mod2. 
In [4], it is shown that C* can take any value in (1 - t)Z[ t]. In particular, there 
are link maps with a:( 1) = 1. So 6 : LM& +B/2 is onto. For example, the Fenn- 
Rolfsen link [2] has S(f) # 0. 
ExampIe. LM gV3. 
Let f: St u S!. + S5 be a link map. Again by an e-link homotopy we may assume 
f is ii s lf-transverse immersion with trivial normal bundle. Again there are no triple 
points generically. In this dimension we have, a = fw :_ , cr-) : LMzt + ni[ t]@ T;[ t] 
given by 
c+[t] =c [D S](t’“i’- 1). 19 1 
We define the terms of this expression. The sum is indexed by the components 
Di of the double point set, D, of f( St). The integer ni is just the linking number 
of a curve in f (St) which changes branches at a point in Die If Di is a component 
of Dn, that is it is nontrivially double covered, then ni = 0. Thus the only contributions 
to this sum come from the components of D,. The framing @iv of Di when Di E D, 
. 
is given by the four vectors used to define thy Ai above. (Note that each Ai 1s a 
trivial bundle over the components of Dr_ Some care must be taken in choosing the 
first and second branches but we will ignore this point since this can only change 
signs and T; = B/2.) 
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We can resolve f( St) using the procedure described above. Just as in the case of 
2-spheres in S4 we conclude: 
4.7. Theorem. Let f E LMz,3. Then S(f) E ?r5S3 = B/2 is equal to u:(? ) and c:(l), 
where (T* : LM:,3 + (B/2)1 t]. 
As a corollary, we obtain a “symmetry” property for a: 
4.8. Corollary. Let E : h/2[ t] -* Z/2 be given by E(P) = p’( 1). Then u+(f) - cr-( f) E 
Ker E for f E LMz,3. 
This also follows from [6,4.11]: it is shown there that o:( 1) = a! + hzyz, and both 
terms on the right are symmetric with respect to interchanging f+ and f_. 
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